Winter Seasonal Brews
#1 Left Hand Wake Up Dead ▪ 10.2% abv ▪ Nitro Imperial Stout
Here’s a black ale to brighten your day. Wake Up Dead lurks in dark cellars for over 4 months before being
unleashed. Hints of raisins, black licorice, coffee and dark chocolate are followed by earthy, herbal hop notes. Any
apprehensions about the rest of your day are quickly forgotten, for whatever the mind expects, it finds $7.5

#2 UFO Big Wit ▪ 4.9%abv ▪ Witbier
A bigger bolder version of UFO White $6.5

#3 Harpoon Dunkin Coffee ▪ 6% abv ▪ Porter
Beloved Dunkin' coffee brings robust, roasty notes to this balanced and smooth coffee porter. This porter is our
tribute to all the days that Dunkin' has helped Harpoon fire up the brew kettle $6.5

#4 Rodenbach Alexander ▪ 6% abv ▪ Sour Brown
Rodenbach Alexander was brewed for the first time in 1986 on the occasion of Alexander Rodenbach’s
200th birthday and is now back by popular demand to the delight of beer lovers in Belgium and abroad. It
is a blend of 2/3rd aged Rodenbach (100% 2 year aged beer) with 1/3rd younger ale, macerated with sour
cherries. The natural flavour and taste of sour cherries brings a perfect match between the sour beer and
the red fruit. Its aftertaste is reminiscent of a Burgundy wine and its freshness makes this beer the perfect
aperitif or accompaniment to cheeses or dessert $8.5

#5 Allagash Pictavia ▪ 9.3% abv ▪ BA Scottish Ale
Pictavia (the former name of Scotland) has sweet honey and caramel notes balanced by oak and a light tart
bitterness. It’s brewed with Special B, Munich, pale, and Caramel malt in addition to roasted barley and our two
row blend. It’s then hopped exclusively with Northern Brewer. After fermenting on an abbey-style yeast, it is aged
in scotch barrels—that first held port, before scotch—for around four months $9.5

#6 Bruery Mischief ▪ 8.5% abv ▪ Belgian-style Golden Strong Ale
Mischief is a hoppy Belgian-style golden strong ale. This wickedly good golden ale is fiendishly dry-hopped
with American hops to add a layer of complexity and mystery to its fruity, dry Belgian-style character. Citrus
and resin diabolically combine with ripe melon, pear and slight peppery spice in a precariously effervescent
mixture. Enjoy it, but you’ll want to keep an eye out $9.5

#7 Kentucky Vanilla Barrel ▪ 5.5% abv ▪ Cream Ale
Kentucky Vanilla Barrel Cream Ale is a take on a classic American style of beer. A cold-conditioned
cream ale brewed with a hint of flaked corn and bourbon vanilla beans and aged it in freshly decanted
Kentucky bourbon barrels for a minimum of two months. A perfect blend of vanilla and bourbon notes
make this cream ale irresistible $6.5

#8 Brew Dog Jet Black ▪ 4.7% abv ▪ Sweet Stout
This sable stout is black as pitch and smooth as hell. Jet Black Heart is a milk stout; roasty malt flavours
of coffee and chocolate, bound to a decadent full-bodied richness. Flaked oats and wheat add to the velvet
mouth-feel, with the carbonation adding a honeycomb texture. Magnum and Sorachi Ace bring a berry &
citrus fruitiness that amplifies the chocolate character of this inky leviathan $5.5

Winter Hop Brews
# 1 New Belgium Brut IPA ▪ 6.7% abv ▪ Brut IPA
Brut IPA is a 6.7 percent ABV IPA brewed with Champagne yeast. The new style of beer typically
uses a specific enzyme to give it an effervescent mouthfeel like Champagne as well as a finish
that is drier than in normal IPAs $6.5

#2 Ballast Point Spruce Tip Sculpin ▪ 7% abv ▪ IPA
Sculpin’s complexity shines in this Spruce Tip edition. The addition of Oregon spruce tips, harvested from
family farms, brings flavors of pine, red berry, lemon and wine grapes, which complement Sculpin’s citrusy hop
profile. On the nose, the spruce tips contribute a unique piney, citrusy and woody character. A great brew for
the holidays and beyond, the seven percent ABV Spruce Tip Sculpin is a standout in a forest of IPAs $6.5

Winter Draft Brews
#1 Founders Curmudgeon’s Better Half

▪ 12.2% abv ▪ English Old Ale
Old Ale brewed with molasses and aged in Maple Syrup Bourbon Barrels $7.5 8oz

#2 Icarus Brewery ▪ Rotational
Our NJ featured craft brewery is Icarus from Lakewood, NJ. Enjoy a rotational selection of amazing
beers from central NJ. A new selection will be available every 5-7 days Price Varies

#3 Maine Beer Company ▪ Rotational
Maine Beer Company will be shipping of a fresh supply of beer to rotate on our draft selection during our
Winter PhD. Enjoy these favorites from our New England neighbor Price Varies

“Cool Stuff”
#7 Magnify One-Off Rotational
Our local brewery is always coming up with something NEW! Check in weekly to see what new
and exciting brew is coming out of Fairfield, NJ. Always FRESH!

#8 The “One-Off” Rotational Draft
Here at the Cloverleaf, we ALWAYS have at least one draft that is very limited. We call these beers “oneoff’s” because we tap one barrel and when it’s finished it’s “off” the draft line. Ask your server which beer is
our featured “one-off” of the day and enjoy a limited specialty craft beer.

